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How did the Right come to hate this country so much?

Remember when (justifiably) criticizing the United States, even over minor

flaws/errors, would cause the Right to seethe with contempt over your lack of

Patriotism?

Yet now,….1/

...the Right claims the country is a cesspool run by corrupt, deep-state conmen who have exploited the system to get rich.....

....and that none of this country's institutions (FBI/Intelligence/democracy/etc.) can be trusted, and therefore must be torn

down. 2/

We are currently seeing this in real time as Trump challenges the election in the courts. The danger being exposed during all

of this is that the Right’s contempt isn’t limited to just the “liberal judges” whose professional integrity can’t be trusted

because they’re liberal….3/

...the contempt also extends to Republican state office holders and a Trump-appointed appellate court judge/panel who

wrote an opinion, that not only eviscerated Trump’s legal claims, but emphasized the danger that Trump and the

conspiratorial Right poses to our democracy. 4/

Article III of the Constitution empowers the judicial branch to finds facts/settle disputes. When half the country believes that

every “liberal” judge, and any Republican judge that rules against Trump is corrupt and can’t be trusted, then this country is

headed for disaster. 5/

The Right's emotionally-reactive, unhinged, conspiratorial paranoia has reached such a fever pitch that, simply for following

the law, lifelong Republicans are being cannibalized by the Right, labeled “enemy of the people” by Trump,...6/

https://t.co/UU0K7CYxrZ

....and lumped into the “whole system is corrupt”, and has-been-for-a-long-time rationalization of why everything/everyone 

who does not blindly support Trump or unquestioningly believe the conspiracy theories…must be torn down.
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Again, why does the Right hate America so much? 7/

Article form (no paywall):https://t.co/okgW5S2NaC

https://t.co/u38yXRbrB3

Thread:https://t.co/Yy6IJStx7e

Trump is handling the election like his bankruptcy proceedings:

-Disinformation/Lies

-Frivolous legal claims/lawsuits

-Screwing his partners

In the process, Trump is "bankrupting":

- Norms/Institutions/constitution

- Faith in democratic elections

- The country ("partners")

1/

— Nick Carmody JD, MS Psych (@Nick_Carmody) November 19, 2020

Thread:https://t.co/ABU24A4TAL

When people no longer believe they can compete or \u201cwin\u201d within the context of a specific

\u201cgame\u201d, they either choose to stop playing\u2026..or in extreme cases, may even "up-end the game

board" and scatter playing pieces everywhere. This is what the GOP is doing to democracy. 1/

https://t.co/V1izQSsxRG

— Nick Carmody JD, MS Psych (@Nick_Carmody) November 13, 2019

https://t.co/mAFEkfFERu

When supporting and defending the behavior of a pathologically disordered leader becomes the top priority, the

"defense" (behavior) of the subordinates will invariably become pathologically disordered. This is the essence of

\u201cTrickle Down Pathology: 10/ https://t.co/FO0STMN0jO
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